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TA L K I N G B U S I N E S S

Sugar firms
fight McNeil
on Splenda
campaign

FRONT AND CENTER

Juan Valdez blazes fresh trails
Colombian coffee on
new, yet familiar, trail
with icon makeover

get back into it.”
Today, Colombian coffee is
selling for more than double
its price four years ago. But
production is down compared
with the early 1990s, and Colombia now ranks as the
world’s third-largest producer, after Brazil and Vietnam. Colombia is now emphasizing niche marketing and
quality over quantity.

By Patrick J. McDonnell
Tribune Newspapers

By Alana Semuels
Tribune Newspapers

LOS ANGELES—The next battle in
the Splenda wars is about to begin.
A hearing in a false-advertising lawsuit against the company that makes
the sweetener is scheduled for Monday
in federal court in Los Angeles.
Filed by five U.S. sugar companies,
the suit claims McNeil Nutritionals
has deliberately misled consumers
with its “made from sugar, tastes like
sugar” advertising campaign. “We believe it is manipulation on an important subject,” said Dan Callister, a lawyer for the Sugar Association Inc.:
“what you are going to eat for the rest of
your life.”
McNeil, which is owned by Johnson
& Johnson of New Brunswick, N.J.,
says the suit has no merit and should be
dismissed because the sugar companies waited too long under the law to
take legal action.
The only reason the companies sued
in 2004—four years after the “tastes like
sugar” ad campaign began—was that
“Splenda presents a unique threat to
the sugar industry,” McNeil says in
court documents.
Six months ago, McNeil settled a similar lawsuit filed by Merisant Co. of Chicago, which makes Equal, another
sweetener. And a French court ruled recently that Splenda’s slogan, which
translates as “because it comes from
sugar, sucralose tastes like sugar,” violates French consumer protection laws
and awarded Merisant about $50,000.
Splenda is the brand name for sucralose, which uses a chemical process to
alter sugar, eliminating most of its calories, by adding chlorine. In court documents, the sugar firms claim this process employs “phosgene gas—a deadly
weapon used during World War I.”
Numerous Food and Drug Administration studies have found sucralose
safe for consumption. A spokesman for
the Center for Science in the Public Interest, which filed a legal brief siding
with the sugar industry in the case,
said that the center had no qualms
about Splenda’s safety.
Splenda replaced Equal as the topselling sugar substitute in 2003, according to data from market research firm
Information Resources Inc. Sales of the
10 top brands of white sugar declined
slightly from 2002 to 2006, while sales of
Splenda increased more than threefold.
McNeil has since introduced baking
products such as Splenda Sugar Blend
for Baking and Splenda Brown Sugar
Blend, saying that Splenda can be used
for baking because it can withstand
heat, unlike other sugar substitutes.
Splenda is also used in products from
Coca-Cola Co., PepsiCo Inc. and General Mills Inc.
The sugar firms—American Sugar
Refining Inc., C&H Sugar Co. (now
owned by American Sugar), Imperial
Sugar Co., Rio Grande Valley Sugar
Growers Inc. and Western Sugar Cooperative—claim that McNeil not only intentionally misled consumers about
whether Splenda was natural, but also
continued the advertising campaign
knowing that people were confused.
A Center for Science in the Public Interest study of 426 people conducted in
2004 found that 47 percent of Splenda
users thought it was a natural product.
McNeil says in court filings that
“reams” of consumer research conducted “confirm that consumers well
understand that Splenda is not ‘truly
natural.’ ”
A section of a federal statute called
the Lanham Act, signed into law in
1946, makes false and misleading advertising illegal, said Daniel Klerman, a
professor of law at the University of
Southern California. The sugar companies will have to prove that consumers
were reaching the wrong inferences because of Splenda’s advertising, he said.
Damages can be doubled or tripled if it
is proved that the misrepresentations
were intentional.
McNeil and the sugar companies
have been engaging in out-of-court warfare on the Internet, where the antiSplenda camp seems to have more allies. The first page of a Google search
for Splenda displays results such as
“the lethal science of Splenda, a poisonous chlorocarbon” and “Splenda (Sucralose) Toxicity Exposed.”
The Splenda-sponsored Web site,
SplendaTruth.com, emphasizes numerous studies that have found Splenda safe. The home page of the sugar industry’s site, TruthAboutSplenda.com,
asks, “Do you know what your children
are eating?” and features comments
from consumers who say they feel deceived by Splenda advertising.
That site, which McNeil calls a
“smear campaign,” has spurred its
own issues. McNeil sued in U.S. District
Court in Delaware in 2005 to prevent
the sugar association from making further “misleading” claims about Splenda, which it says “are designed to injure
its reputation and good will.”
Los Angeles Times
Phil Rosenthal, whose column appears
Sundays, Wednesdays and Fridays, is on
assignment.

BOGOTA, Colombia — The
ever-faithful mule is still by
his side, the poncho neatly
draped across his shoulder,
the straw hat perched atop the
serene, mustachioed visage.
But this is a new Juan Valdez—younger, more vigorous,
more eco-conscious—a Colombian coffee grower for the
hyper-caffeinated era of double lattes, triple shots and
gourmet blends.
Venerable Juan Valdez, one
of the most successful emblems of modern advertising,
is getting a makeover. Whereas the old Juan would stroll
into mom’s kitchen and enjoy
a cup of Folgers while gently
plugging 100 percent cafe de
Colombia, 21st Century Juan
now has his own line of beans
that he’s brewing at trendy
coffee houses.
“Juan Valdez is eternal,” declared Gabriel Silva, who
heads the National Federation
of Coffee Growers of Colombia, the trade group that first
trotted out the figure almost a
half-century ago. “Our idea is
to rejuvenate and reinforce
the image of Juan Valdez,
without losing his authenticity.”

Popular with consumers
Colombian growers decided
that Juan Valdez could again
AP photo by Wilfredo Lee work his magic, in part because his name recognition
Coffee farmer Carlos Castaneda is the new image of
remains extraordinary.
coffee pitchman Juan Valdez.
Two years ago, consumers
named him their favorite icon,
It might be Juan’s biggest beating out Mr. Clean, the Jolchallenge: In the balance ly Green Giant, the California
hangs the future of Colom- Raisins and the Kool-Aid Man.
bia’s $1.5 billion coffee indus- And many Colombians protry, which provides a liveli- fess fierce pride in the figure,
hood for millions and imparts although he’s the creation of
a measure of social stability in American ad men.
“Juan Valdez represents the
a nation long plagued by civil
high quality of Colombian cofconflict.
Colombian coffee took a big fee,” said Jairo Garcia, 24, a
hit starting in the late 1990s, picker harvesting beans on a
when a global glut of the bean farm amid the green-cardepressed prices worldwide. peted, rolling hills of central
Juan Valdez seemed headed Colombia’s Quindio state.
Today Valdez’ outsized sigfor pop-culture relic status.
“They cut advertising to nature now adorns fashionpractically zero, and that un- able coffee shops in Colombia
fortunately was at the time and as far away as Madrid,
when interest in gourmet cof- New York and yes, Seattle.
fee was growing,” said Rohit Mimicking Starbucks, the cofDeshpande, who teaches mar- fee houses hawk Juan Valdez
keting students at Harvard T-shirts, cups, to-go flasks,
Business School about Juan caps and more.
He is played by Carlos CastaValdez. “Now they’re trying to

neda, 41, a coffee farmer and
father of three. Castaneda was
chosen after a two-year search
that involved branding consultants, casting agents, psychologists, physical trainers,
coffee executives and agronomists, among others. Screeners filtered more than 400
mustachioed hopefuls.
The icon now boasts his own
line of premium and organic
blends, on sale at Wal-Mart
and other venues.
“For years, Starbucks was
eating the Colombian producers’ lunch,” said Bruce Bagley,
a University of Miami professor. “Value is added when you
sell coffee in a pretty package.
There’s no value added just by
growing the stuff and selling it
in bulk bags.”

Winning over home crowd
The Juan Valdez saga began
in the late 1950s, with world
coffee prices plunging and Colombian producers keen to
differentiate their beans in a
U.S. market where coffee was
mostly a 5-cent cuppa joe, no
cachet, no adornment. Growers approached a legendary
New York ad company, Doyle
Dane Bernbach, which also
created trailblazing little-guy
ads for the Volkswagen Beetle
(“Think Small”) and Avis
(“We Try Harder”).
The first Juan, who debuted
on black-and-white screens in
1960, was Jose Duval, a CubanAmerican actor living in New
York. Later spots featured

Juan Valdez and his mule,
Conchita, hawking “100 percent Colombian coffee,” a label adopted by retailers such
as Folgers and Yuban. Subsequent ads, catering to a younger crowd, featured Juan Valdez surfing, snowboarding
and hang gliding.
One market they’re targeting now is their own compatriots. Unlike Brazilians, Colombians are not especially large
consumers of their bestknown beverage. The highestquality coffee was historically
exported. The traditional Colombian cup of coffee, known
as “tinto” (which also refers to
red wine), was often bitter, watered down and lacking the
full-bodied, mellow taste associated with cafe de Colombia.
Cafes tend to be dank momand-pop affairs, reeking of
fried food.
Judging by the crowds lining up at Juan Valdez emporiums in Bogota and Cartagena, the locals are starting to
get it. The Juan Valdez decor
is more utilitarian than at
Starbucks, but the variety of
Colombian bulk coffee on sale
is substantial, including labels by region and topography
(mountaintop, hillside, volcano).
“I come to Juan Valdez every day,” said Melisa Luisa
Andrade, who was having a
coffee in an upscale northern
district of Bogota.
Los Angeles Times
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Engineering detoured by design
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By Ann Therese Palmer
Special to the Tribune

Growing up in Dearborn,
Mich., the city that also is
home to Ford Motor Co.’s
headquarters, Tom Schlegel
thought that’s where he’d
spend his career.
“I wanted to be a product
planning engineer at Ford,”
said Schlegel, whose father
was Ford’s power products divisional manager. “I loved
cars and was very mechanically inclined.”
When he was 11 years old
Schlegel wasn’t content with
his go-cart’s top speed of 4 to 5
m.p.h. So he bought some lawn
mower engine rebuilding
books and tinkered with the
motor until “it could really
peel rubber — 25-30 m.p.h.,”
Schlegel recalled.
But, toward the end of his
sophomore year in engineering at Notre Dame, Schlegel
said he became “bored. Engineering was too theoretical.”
Then one day while waiting
in the fine arts building,
Schlegel said he noticed a display case with garden tools,
designed by industrial design
majors. “I didn’t know what
industrial design was, but immediately I knew that’s what I
wanted to do,” said Schlegel.
He switched to a combination
five-year dual-degree program, adding the industrial
design major in the Arts and
Letters College.
Now 40, Schlegel is product
development vice president at
Radio Flyer, the Chicagobased toy manufacturer.

Quotes from
the week’s newsmakers

1

‘It’s just the newest
and latest holiday for
getting people to
shop.’
—Brand guru Laura Ries
on Cyber Monday

2

‘When I look at the
results we’ve witnessed over the last
decade, they’re definitely disappointing.’
—Donni Case, who
chaired the 2007 study of
women in executive and
director positions at
Chicago’s major firms

3

—Rena DeSisto, Bank of
America executive, on
acquired LaSalle Bank
and its 5,000-piece photo
collection

4

■ ■ ■
Tribune photo by Abel Uribe

Was spending the fifth
year to add industrial
design worth it?
Absolutely. Before I graduated, I applied for my
first patent. In building a loft
in our dorm room, I became
frustrated with bending nails
while trying to pull them out.
We didn’t have a car to go off
campus to purchase new
nails. So I designed a claw
hammer that could pull a nail
straight out of a board, so the
nail could be reused. Today
I’ve got 10 patents.

Q

A

After graduation, why
Q didn’t
you work for
Ford?
At Ford, I’d only have
been designing one car
component. After majoring in
product design, I realized
there’s a substantially higher
feeling of satisfaction when
you design the entire product.

A

If you had to relive your
Q career
path, would you
change anything?
After graduation, I went
to Lever Brothers. I supervised and troubleshot installation of high-speed packaging
equipment for the Lever 2000
bar soap.

A

‘We are not planning
to liquidate the photography collection.’

Tom Schlegel, product development vice president at Chicago-based Radio Flyer, sits in one
of the toys at the company’s showroom. He once was going to work on a different vehicle.

Step by step
2003-present: Vice president,
product development, Radio
Flyer Inc., Chicago
2000-03: Vice president of
business development, The
Marketing Store, Lombard
1999-2000: Assistant vice
president of product design
and development, The Marketing Store, Westmont
1998-99: Director of product
design and development, The
Marketing Store, Westmont
1997-98: Engineering manager, MB Sales, Westmont
1996-97: Senior project engineer, MB Sales
Three years later, I was promoted to production supervisor, managing production line
operations. I wasn’t happy. I
was getting further away from
design.
To change jobs, I thought I’d
have to get a master’s [degree]
in design. I didn’t want to take
on the debt, while putting my
career on hold for two years.
So I started reading the classi-

1994-96: Project engineer, MB
Sales
1993-94: Production supervisor, Lever Brothers, Hammond
1990-93: Project engineer,
Lever Brothers
1990: Bachelor’s degrees in
mechanical engineering and
industrial design, University of
Notre Dame
1989: Engineering intern, Lear
Seating Co., Southfield, Mich.
1988: Student painter, University of Notre Dame
1985-87: Summer painter,
carpenter and handyman,
Dearborn, Mich.
1984: Detailer, Tidy Car, Allen
Park, Mich.
fieds. That’s where I found the
job at MB Sales.

Q What’s that?

A

MB Sales manufactures
Happy Meal toys for
McDonald’s. Nine years ago, it
merged with The Marketing
Store, a sales promotion company, and now operates under
that name.

I started as a product engineer. Eventually I was promoted to vice president of
business development, responsible for selling our product design services to other
clients like General Mills,
Hasbro and Ohio Art.
How did you get to Radio
Q Flyer?

A

Robert Pasin, Radio Flyer’s president and a Notre
Dame graduate, was looking
for a product development
vice president. Looking for engineers with my level of experience, Robert checked the
Alumni Association’s directory on its Web site.
He saw my job title, got my
home telephone number from
the site and left a message at
my home. I was happy in my
job, but thought talking to
Robert would be an opportunity to sell him on our product
design services.
The more I learned about
Radio Flyer, I realized the opportunity to design products
for an iconic American brand
doesn’t come along every day.
So I joined the firm.

‘We saw a good business with a troubled
balance sheet.’
—Joe Russell, senior
managing director at
Citadel Investment Group
on its $2.5 billion investment in E-Trade
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‘While we were not
pleased with these
results, much of the
commentary in the
media and on Wall
Street following the
results ignores the
strength of our company and the progress
we have made.’
—Sears Chairman Edward
Lampert in a letter after
dismal third-quarter
results were announced
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